
Roof Rats take over in Western Washington 
"By ,(g,vonne CJJideon, Owner of cAspire Pest Jolutions 

The Roof Rat is an invasive rodent that originally came from the jungles of Asia. Their past environment created a passion 

to climb and live in the vegetation around our homes. If you have trees or vegetation touching the side of the home, the rats can quickly 

access the roof and chew their way into the insulation. In the crawlspace, once they find their way in, they run underneath the flooring and 

within a few years will destroy the insulation. Replacing the insulation in a crawlspace or attic can get costly. Addressing these pest issues with 

a preventative plan, can be a cost-effective approach for a homeowner. 

Roof Rats get their name from living in the roofs of homes in 

California, while feeding off nearby fruit trees. Roof Rats have 

discovered that the Pacific Northwest, also has plenty of great food 

resources. They can live in the insulation of our attics and crawlspaces 

and do very well. 

Comparing the Roof Rat to the city rat (Norway Rat), they are 

smaller and a more agile rodent. They first appeared in the Seattle 

area around the l 940's. In the past 20 years, their population has 

exploded throughout Western Washington and are a threat to homes, 

businesses, and the environment. 

Roof rats have spread throughout the Seattle area quickly because 

they reproduce fast (about every 6 weeks). After the juvenile rats are 

forced out of the nest, they scatter throughout the neighborhood 

looking for a new home. If your home has a rodent baiting program, 

then the rats encounter the bait stations, eat the rodenticide, and die 

within a few days. 

With laws quickly changing, we may so.on follow California with

banning rodenticide in Washington. 

We at Aspire-PS, are currently beta testing some.new traps that do 

not use rodenticide. This might be the right fit for your home. 

Our regular pest program includes a baiting program for moles. Mole 

tunnels can go down far enough to access your crawlspace. A mole 

baiting program reduces the chance for tunnels to be built into the 

crawlspace. Keeping the rat and mouse population under control 

while protecting your investment. 

Our goal is to partner with you each step of the 

way, developing the right plan for your home. 

Call us today to get started: 425-318-8551 
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